Uratic Salt Remover
DESCRIPTION:
URATIC SALT REMOVER
safely removes uratic salt build up from
drains and pipes. URATIC SALT REMOVER is
a unique blend of acids, designed specifically
to attack the crystallization of urine salts
within plumbing systems. By dissolving the
crystals, URATIC SALT REMOVER helps to
deodorize foul smelling urinals and at the
same time helps clear slow moving drains.
URATIC SALT REMOVER is safe on all
plumbing, including PVC and metal pipes.
Use of URATIC SALT REMOVER to clean
toilets and urinals periodically will help to
eliminate foul odors, remove the uratic salt
build up and keep restrooms smelling clean.

ADVANTAGES: 1) Safely removes uratic salt
build up in pipes. 2) Eliminates source of foul
odors, not just an odor mask. 3) Pleasant
mint fragrance gives immediate odor control.
4) Regular use will help to maintain normal
drain flows. 5) Attacks and dissolves other
encrustations, such as calcium, concrete, rust
and other mineral deposits. 6) Fast acting
industrial strength formulation.

AREAS OF USE:
Industrial plants,
warehouses, apartment complexes, hotels,
restaurants, factories, schools, day care
centers, office buildings, amusement parks,
churches, homeless shelters, hospitals,
health resorts, golf courses, cemeteries,
prisons and in any other place where
restrooms exist.

PRECAUTIONS: Do not use on any exterior surface (such as
marble) that can be affected by acidic materials. Do not mix
with any other products.
CAUTIONS: Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. For
eye contact, flush with water for 15 minutes while holding the
upper and lower lids open. See a doctor. For skin contact,
wash affected area well with soap and water. If irritation
persist, see a doctor.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Classification
Color
Odor
Flash point
pH
Solubility in water

Acidic cleaner
Clear
Mint
None
1.0 - 0.5
100%
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